
MUMBAI, HDFC Bank came out with an IPO more than 13 years ago at Rs 10 per share. If you were 
lucky and were allotted the shares and had invested an amount of Rs 1 lakh in it, the value of the same 
investment would have touched  Rs 2 crore at  the current price.  
A CAGR return in excess of 50 per cent over the period. Now the moot question, how many of us would 
have had the patience to wait for this long a period. And this is what we will try to attempt today. 
 
How we buy/sell  equity scrips 
 
The numbers which make one buy/ sell an equity scrip is an important factor. We look at the EPS; P/E 
ratio, book value, the earning growth; profitability growth, management track record, while making a 
decision based on fundamental analysis. 
How many among us, would really look at the equity scrip  as a piece of business which one is proud to 
own (As a shareholder, you are an owner to the extend of the equity  ownership of the firm). One is glad 
to get a return at the earliest and exit. And then brag about the profit earned in the short span of time. 
However, at the same time, if one had looked at the equity as a piece of business which in the long run 
would grow and give a multi bagger kind of a return , one would not have encashed at the smallest rise.  
Things to consider before buying or selling an equity scrip. Let me share few of the factors which we 
consider while taking a decision on the equity scrips, besides the ones stated earlier in the article: 
n The prospect of the company continuing its growth in earnings over the next 10 years. 
n The cash flow from operations. 
n The  debt equity ratio (lower the debt, better the prospects, though for a capital intensive business, the 
debt will be higher and in line with the industry requirements.)  
n The dividend payout ratio from the retained  earnings.  
n Disregard of noise surrounding the stock, in terms of analyst feedback, tips and heresay. 
n Focus on the business one understand, and stick to 5-7 scrips and track them. 
n Have an scrip exposure strategy to limit risks of the overall corpus  as in: 
n Exposure to single sector – 25 per cent. 
n Exposure to single scrip – 10 per cent. 
n Exposure to a single industrial group – 40 per cent.  
n And most importantly, once you achieve the target one had set, book your profits and at the same time 
if the downhill is encountered, cut your losses. 
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